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supplant it, regardless of how
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analyst does his home
produces an assessment
that undercuts an assumption under
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Ambassador Wolfowitz responds
that the analyst has to understand
the policymaker™s intense commit
ment to the success of his policy. To
this extent, challenges to policy
assumptions

have

to

be handled

care

fully. Policymakers will not gladly
give up hard-fought premises; yet to
succeed they cannot stick with faulty

analyst bring the bad news
policymaker™s staff
member. Emphasis should be placed
on new evidence and findings. Then

to

the office of a

let the staffer convey the bad
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his boss.
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What if the
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impact
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news.f

redeployment of resources and
undertaking of risky as well as
costly action. Thus:

that the

pletely

first cousin

fwarning

the

ones.

issue open.

In his view, neither camp

Ambassador Wolfowitz characterizes

ble
ana

lysts™ concerns about policymaker
fobjectivityf head on. Most national
security issues require both analysts
and policymakers to go beyond the
hard evidence and to rely upon
assumptions. Ambassador Wolfowitz
by the analysts™
says he is foffendedf
of
adoption an unchallengeable
claim to objectivity in these circum

cut an

policymaker™s point

of view.

Objectivity

stances

from the

stances

Policymakers

Ambassador Wolfowitz addresses

findings. Learning about intelli
gence that contradicts policy
assumptions in The Washington Post
or in the National Intelligence Daily
new

she

the influence of

Intelligence should give the policy
officials heavily engaged in working
an issue some time to adjust to the

not

work

through

anonymous, routine warning
reports. A one-page written brief

would help get the needed atten
tion; a special briefing would
also help.

Gulf Crisis
Ambassador Wolfowitz™s
what works, what does

views

on

and

why
regarding intelligence support to poli
cymaking are illustrated by his
perceptions of the relationship before
and during the Persian Gulf crisis
touched off by Iraq™s invasion of
not,

Kuwait.

His story starts in 1977. As Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Regional Programs, his job was to
assess the impact of major budget
decisions on US long-term strategy
for defending US interests in the
region. The main threat, from
the perspective of planning for
low-probability/high-impact contin
gencies, was either a Soviet invasion
of Iran or an Iraqi attack against
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Saudi Arabia

or

Kuwait. He

one

of receiving useful intelli

despaired

or

way

fault the

the other. He does

analysts
failing to pre
subsequent Iraqi aggression,
even Iraqi dictator Saddam

gence support, because the analysts
would see both threats as unlikely, if

dict the

highly unlikely. So, instead of
backing up planning options with an
intelligence assessment, he commis

Hussein may

not

sioned
a

that assessed the

annex

Iraq
or

had

of

the decades threat

over

committed

aggression

military
Gulf region.

in the

When he assumed office

Secretary

of Defense for

as

again focused

Policy

undergoing collapse,
authorities

that the threat
Gulf had

to

were

disappeared.

arguing

argued,

to

ble

aggression by Iraq against its oilneighbors, even though he did
not judge the threat to be as immedi
rich

it turned™out

be.

to

to

them.

or counter

Determining which unlikely
threats

many for

the contrary, that the United States
should plan for defense against possi

ate as

most

once

US interests in the
He

place emphasis

likely outcome and do
seriously important (albeit
admittedly unlikely) contingenciesŠ
either what could trigger them or

on

deter

for the Gulf. This time, with the

eign policy

the

that

what the United States could do

in

strategic planning

on

assessments

worthy of serious
something that
would require the ~ffective coop
eration ofpolicymakers and
intelligence analysts.
are

con

in

light

tude of US interests

threat

potential Iraqi
term required serious

magni

stake, the

over

the

long

US attention.

Because the argument was persuasive
with Secretary of Defense Richard

Cheney, plans
rapid deployment
of US military forces to the region
were brought up to date, and mea
sures to ensure effective deployment
undertaken.

Ambassador Wolfowitz

the National
on

states

Intelligence

Iraqi foreign policy

prior

statements to

mulations, and laid

for

out one or more

plausible explanations

for the

change.

Estimate

November 1989 did not influence
the aforementioned policy process

value

and mendacious,

we

tend

serious

to

When

analysis.

least, that

was a

signs started to

mistake.

turn

that the projected scenario

tendencies. He recalls

an

NSC

Saddam started

in the fall of 1989

at

which

had been any
character

change

(f We know

meet

lot about this

guy Saddam Hussein; can the leopard
really change his spotsf?). Deputy

Director of Central
Kerr laid

out

the

Intelligence Dick
evidence through:

lengthy recitation offactsŠ
facts not judgmentsŠthat were
quite overwhelming in the direc
tion they pointed: this leopard
was unlikely to change.
A

As it

happened,

the President

decided for other considerations
go ahead with

a

to

policy of seeking

moderate Saddam™s

behavior.

up

regarding Iraqi behavior was not
unfolding as we wished (that is,
to

make his

threat about

in Saddam™s
a

to

In this

gives intelligence
high marks for having a thick and
reliable book on Hussein™s aggressive

that

released in

general, we tend to under
unclass~f1ed information.
For example, because the public
speeches of Saddam Hussein and
other dictators are oflen florid
In

case, at

for

were

contrasted his

them

The Ambassador

ing

of the

at

Intelligence Community for not
the policy community about
the changing character that took
place in Saddam™s public statements
early in 1990. Somebody should
have catalogued his increasingly bel
ligerent rhetoric, compared and

warning

ignore them and not subject

sideration is

President Bush asked whether there

Nevertheless,

Ambassador Wolfowitz faults the

not treat

Under

1989, Ambassador Wolfowitz

USSR

plans regarding
against Kuwait.

But he does underscore his criticism

circumstances in which the USSR

ened

yet have made his
military action

not

member of his staff to draft

a

historical

and

because

not

for

to

burning ha If of
along with a series of
other developments); somebody

Israel,

within the

Community

have said, fWait
are

facts

some

that

a

should

minute, here

ought to take
offAnalysis, in

we

account

this instance, would have

filly pointed

to

events were not

direction

we

use

the fact that

going

had

in the

expected or

hoped for.
Finally, Ambassador Wolfowitz
gives intelligence high praise for the
support given to implementing all
phases of US policy once the crisis
was underway.
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I would be the first

to

say we got
the Intelli

good support from
gence Community.
very

We made

enormous use of intelli
throughout the lead-up to
the Gulf war, and during the
Gulf war. But it was primarily
used to figure out how to imple
ment policy, not to debate policy
preferences.

gence
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